
 
Aledo Independent School District 

GRADES 6-12 DISTANCE LEARNING 
School Name  Aledo High School 

Grade Level  Chemistry- Mrs. Snow 

Week of  04/06/20 
*All assigned work due by Sunday, 04/12/2020 at midnight 

 

(SUBJECT AREA) 
Week at a Glance 

Objectives for the Week (TEKS): 
12(A) describe the characteristics of alpha, beta, and gamma radioactive decay processes in terms of balanced 
nuclear equations; and 
12(B) compare fission and fusion reactions. 
 

Lesson Frame: 
We will describe the characteristics of alpha, beta, and gamma radioactive decay processes in 
terms of balanced nuclear equations; and compare fission and fusion reactions. (12A,B) 
I will organize information from the notes with a thinking map/frame and short reflective writing, 
So that I can describe three different types of radioactive decay in terms of balanced nuclear 
equations and differentiate between nuclear decay reactions, nuclear fission reactions and nuclear 
fusion reactions (by description, properties, images and equations). 

Estimated Time to Complete: 2 hours 

Resources Needed: 
Digital device, student science notebook, pencil/pen, colored pencils/markers, Google Classroom 
Notes 
Equations Practice 
Google Slide Video 1 
Google Slide Video 2 
 
Non-Digital Resources: Packet for non-digital learners 
 

Lesson Delivery (What do we want you to learn?): 

1. Define radioactive decay 
2. Explain why an unstable nuclide will undergo radioactive decay. 
3. Describe the three types of radioactive decay in terms of balanced nuclear equations. 
4. Identify fission and fusion reactions. 
5. Describe nuclear equations for fission and fusion reactions. 
6. Differentiate between nuclear decay reactions, nuclear fission reactions and nuclear fusion 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1A3AyC-SfY0hA5yK57OTtwAzi1Gqx1Zvv/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1A0sHIuUIrrCd0kaNUmtbHXfo6OPPXvxW/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1NJ58oFYwbYcRFqcrnh0MoHDxbUToFRbEe7cb3gybjFo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1NJ58oFYwbYcRFqcrnh0MoHDxbUToFRbEe7cb3gybjFo/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AKDSN7pQkbxmt5spPGylfKR8d-25miae/view?usp=sharing
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reactions (by description, properties, images and equations). 
 
 

Engage and Practice (What do we want you to do?): 

1. Collect all the resources and materials, before you begin. 
2. View Chemistry 1 Google Slides - “The 3 Types of Radiation/Guided Practice for Balancing 

nuclear equations    
3. Follow the slides, and complete the first thinking map and assigned writing in your notebook. 
4. Complete Nuclear Equation Handout 
5. View Chemistry 2 Google Slides – “Fission vs Fusion” 
6. Follow Google Slides, complete the second thinking map and assigned writing in your 

science notebook, or other source of choice, such as google slides. 
                            *Thinking maps, writing, and equation work should go in your notebook* 

7. Upload pictures of your work to Google classroom. 
 
 

Create and Submit (What do we want you to turn in?): 

 

❏ Developed Thinking Map and Critical Writing Assignment– “3 Types of Radiation” 

❏ Completed Worksheet – “The Nucleus –Radioactivity” 

❏ Developed Thinking Map and Critical Writing Assignment on “Fission vs Fusion”A 

Optional Extension Opportunity (What do we want you to do if you want to extend your learning?): 

pHet Build an Atom- Atomic structure review  
pHet Alpha Decay 
pHet Isotopes and Atomic Mass  

 
 

 
 
 
 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1WO9vv5WGg4OzRtMIgbCv3sbuV5wnMcRj
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1A0sHIuUIrrCd0kaNUmtbHXfo6OPPXvxW/view?usp=sharing
https://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/build-an-atom
https://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/legacy/alpha-decay
https://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/isotopes-and-atomic-mass

